Keeping Christ In Christmas
By

Reverend Fuzzy
Once again this holiday season, I was
dismayed to hear report after report of
someone having to remove a Christian
display because someone or another
was supposedly offended by this, that,
or another portion of it. It seems that
somewhere along the way, somebody
forgot that the purpose of Christmas is to celebrate the birth of our Lord And Savior.
How would it feel if your picture weren’t allowed to be displayed at your own
birthday party, because someone you don’t even know is for some reason, offended?
Now why would we allow this to happen to Jesus, after all he’s done for us without
asking for anything in return. Seems to me, that if someone were to give everyone on
the planet a shot at eternal life, you’d want to celebrate his birthday out in the open…
willingly, and unashamedly.
Well, this year, the clouds lifted for me momentarily, when I was waiting for a
bus in town… there on the front lawn of a well-known, but “name not mentioned” public
building, in plain sight of every man, woman, and child who would draw near… a
nativity scene. (hooray!)
This may not seem like much to most people, seeing as how the majority of us
have seen nativity scenes by the hundreds in our lifetimes. In this case, it was special,
because the governing officials of this fair city have taken it upon themselves to rebuke
the possible civil and legal retribution for not being “politically correct”, and stand up to
the opposition. No matter what people may say about them the rest of the year (good or
bad), I applaud them for this.
And of course, the liberal left will take a look at this, and immediately start
yelling this and that about a separation of church and state… well, the truth is that this
has NOTHING to do with the laws regarding separation of church and state.
See my article “First Amendment Fraud” for my views on that topic.
So now, I use this public forum to stand tall, and ask: “Who will stand with me, to
prevent the systematic dismantling and destruction of Christmas?”

